9-LINE PRAYER TO JE TSONGKHAPA

NGÖ DRUB • KÜN JUNG • THUB WANG • DOR JE CHANG
MIG ME • TSE WA'ī • TER CHEN • CHEN RE SIG
DRI ME • KHYEN PA'ī • WANG PO • JAM PA'ī YANG
DŪ PUNG • MA LŪ • JOM DZE • SANG WA'ī DAG
GANG CHEN • KHE PA'ī • TSUG GYĀN • LO SANG DRAG
KYAB SUM • KÜN DŪ • LA MA • SANG GYE LA
GO SUM • GŪ PA'ī • GO NE • SŌL WA DEB
RANG SHEN • MIN CHING • DRŌL WAR • JIN GYI LOB
CHOG DANG • THŪN MONG • NGÖ DRUB • TSEL DU SŌL

Vajradhara, Lord of Sages, source of all realisations,
Avalokiteshvara, great treasure of compassion
Untainted by ego’s delusion,
Manjushri, great master of stainless wisdom,
Vajrapani, great tamer of Mara’s forces,

Lobsang Dragpa, crown jewel of sages of the Land of Snows,
To you, Guru-Buddha, embodying the Three Refuges,
I make requests respectfully with my three doors.
Please grant your blessings to liberate myself and others.
Please bestow the supreme and common realisations.

* Can put HHDL formal name here

Rusloki: Hinayana—opens your heart
25 Nov 2012 Mahayana—opens your mind